Deciding on a major is basic to your education. It’s a puzzle for you to solve. Come talk to us about your progress!

**Select and confirm fit...**

- **Review what you know about your intended major.**
  Continue to commit at least an hour each week to focus on your selected major. Revisit your major department and confirm your understanding of the program.

- **Affirm your fit with the program.**
  Talk with students in your selected major to learn their perspectives of the program you have selected. What are the positives? Any areas of stress? Chat with faculty and staff in the department about your interest. Are there any known changes coming in the coursework?

- **Confirm the steps to your major.**
  While you declare a major on-line in your GRU account (POUNCE, Personal Information, Change of Major), some programs of study require additional steps. There may be key courses and GPA issues to satisfy and some will require that you apply and be accepted before you have full access to the major.

- **Reflect on what you have learned.**
  Meet with your advisor to discuss the information that you have gathered and to plan your next steps.
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